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Seamanship & Voyaging

Steve Black, the Caribbean 1500’s founding father, 
confirmed after the start of the event that it was the 
first time in its 23-year history that it actually left the 
Chesapeake early.

Fall on the US east coast is always a difficult time for weather 
forecasting, and this year was perhaps the best or worst (de-
pending on your perspective) example of that. The challenge 
in planning an offshore voyage in the fall is the tight window 
between hurricane season and the winter weather pattern.

This year gave the Caribbean 1500 a late season hurri-
cane in the form of Sandy. It complicated matters in Hamp-
ton because about eight of the yachts were hunkered down 
on the Chesapeake (mostly in Annapolis), and owners were 
worried about their houses flooding. Several crews flew out 
from Hampton to tend to their shore-side homes, only to 
find they were stranded as far afield as Toronto after numer-
ous flights were canceled. One yacht was safely moored in 
the Hudson River when the storm hit. They escaped un-
scathed but they missed the start of the rally thanks to New 
York Harbor being closed to recreational traffic. The fleet, 

however, rallied (pun intended) and made it to Hampton by 
Friday, having only learned that day around noon that it was 
then T-minus 24-hours to departure.

By Thursday evening it was apparent that another weath-
er system was forming, this time looking more like the 
typical winter weather pattern. A nor’easter was forecast to 
brew over Georgia and offshore of South Carolina, move 
northeast and strengthen significantly. If the fleet left ASAP, 
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THE CARIBBEAN 1500
H I S TO R I C  E A R LY  D E PA R T U R E

Rally veterans Miles and Anne Poor arrived into Nanny Cay 
on their Tayana 55 Karina in the early hours of the morning. 
Inset: The only family boat this year, the Slocum 43 Helia, 
sailed by the Beams family with girls Mia (11) Hannah (14) 
and Ellie (9), arrived overnight at Nanny Cay


